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Golf
is
back.
A return to prominence.
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LIFE AS FEW KNOW IT

Welcome to The Greenbrier!
Spring has sprung and Summer has begun! June
is an excellent month to visit America’s Resort!
The Greenbrier is in full bloom and ready to
welcome you and yours with open arms. With
more than 55 distinct and exclusive activities,
we truly have something for everyone. We
encourage you to take advantage of our tours,
try new culinary creations in our restaurants
and explore our magnificent 11,000-acre
playground! At The Greenbrier, we are proud
to employ nearly 2,000 ladies and gentlemen,
each and every one of them ready and willing to
exceed your expectations. Thank you for visiting
and enjoy your special time at America’s Resort,
The Greenbrier.
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CUISINE
BEYOND
COMPARE
T

he Dining Collection at The Greenbrier is as diverse
as it is delicious. Nineteen restaurants and lounges
offer world-class cuisine, served in unforgettable settings by
ladies and gentlemen dedicated to gracious hospitality. The
Greenbrier’s team of culinary professionals carefully creates
ingredient-driven menus using locally sourced produce and
regionally inspired flavors. Wine pairings are personally
selected by our sommeliers and unique craft beers and
cocktails are prepared with an unprecedented attention to
detail. Wine tastings and craft cocktail seminars are some of
the most popular culinary special events, in addition to FarmTo-Table dinners, Kitchen Tours & Dine-Arounds with our chefs.
Our In-Room Dining menu is extensive, available 24 hours
and served in just about any location on our 11,000-acre
playground. With every sip and every bite at The Greenbrier,
you’ll taste our unrivaled passion for excellent gastronomy.
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FROM OUR
KITCHEN
TO YOURS
Draper’s Fried Green Tomato Sandwich

Makes 4 sandwiches

16 slices green tomatoes (3/8”)
2 Tbsp Dijon mustard
2 Tbsp honey
1/2 cup mayonnaise
2 cups bread crumbs
2 Tbsp chopped parsley
2 Tbsp chopped cilantro
1 cup flour
salt & pepper
4 eggs
1/2 cup buttermilk
4 Kaiser rolls
8 slices Applewood bacon (cooked)
16 slices Chevre cheese
4 ounces spinach leaves
1 red onion (shaved)

Mix mustard, honey and mayonnaise together.
Set aside.
Combine crumbs and herbs together. Whip
together eggs and buttermilk. Dust both sides
of tomatoes with salt, pepper and flour.
Dip dusted tomato in egg wash and drain.
Coat in breadcrumbs completely. Deep fry
tomatoes in 350-degree oil until crisp. Drain.
To assemble: Place four slices of cheese on
top of four tomatoes and melt cheese under
broiler. Top with two slices of bacon. Spread
one tablespoon honey mustard mayonnaise
on roll. Top with spinach leaves and red
onion. Place on bun and cut in half.

SEE MORE AT: WWW.GREENBRIER.COM/DINING
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Dining Collection

The Main Dining Room
Lobby Bar
Draper’s
Sam Snead’s
Draper’s Ice Cream Bar
Slammin’ Sammy’s
Twelve Oaks
JJ’s Sports Lounge
The Forum
Pizza Shoppe
Prime 44 West
Greenbrier Royale
The Greenbrier Gourmet
42 Below
In-Fusion
The Ryder Cup
Tree Tops Café
Springhouse Smoothies
In-Room Dining

6
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THE MAIN DINING ROOM

THE MAIN DINING ROOM 			

DRAPER’S/DRAPER’S ICE CREAM BAR

Experience the epitome of Grand Southern Resort dining
in our elegant Main Dining Room - celebrating more than
100 years of service! Dazzling custom-made chandeliers,
stately columns and magnificent arched windows bring
the ambiance of a dignified Southern mansion to life.
Breakfast is a gracious and traditional affair featuring
southern signatures. In the evening, guests arrive
dressed to impress for a world-class culinary experience
that includes classic Greenbrier dishes and, with over
1,200 selections, the most extensive wine list in West
Virginia.

Conceived as a bright and colorful tribute to Dorothy
Draper, Draper’s offers casual dining with a menu that
includes classic Dorothy Draper favorites, as well as
traditional southern dishes. Enjoy lunch and dinner
served in a cheerfully unique setting.

LOBBY BAR
A popular gathering place since the 1950’s, this warm
and friendly alcove is an ideal place to mix and mingle
while having cocktails and appetizers with friends
before or after dinner. Centrally located adjacent to the
Upper Lobby.

SAM SNEAD’S (NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON)
The décor and ambiance reflect the important role that
Sam Snead, our first golf professional emeritus, played
in The Greenbrier’s illustrious golf history. It is a relaxed,
yet lively atmosphere, every bit as entertaining as its
legendary namesake. Sam Snead’s at The Golf Club
features an impressive à la carte menu with a variety of
menu choices including salads, steaks, pasta, seafood
and hand-tossed pizza presented with engaging service
and lively panache.

Reservations for Dining are strongly recommended.
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SLAMMIN’ SAMMY’S (SEASONAL)
The Greenbrier’s rendition of a “sports bar,” Slammin’
Sammy’s features big screen TVs, billiard tables,
shuffleboard, foosball and other games. Located on the
upper floor of The Golf Club, every table is a “front-row
seat” with incredible views of the golf courses Snead
tamed. Serving classic American bar fare with a touch
of class, the menu includes a sophisticated approach
to traditional cuisine like burgers, wings, entrée salads,
pizzas and sandwiches along with a fantastic beer
selection and the finest martinis and bourbons.

TWELVE OAKS
The definition of Southern charm, Twelve Oaks is where
guests come to toast their luck, celebrate winnings or
simply relax in comfortable elegance. This high-end
lounge is located in the Casino Club and features a
refined atmosphere where signature cocktails and
cordials are prepared with impressive service flair.

JJ’S SPORTS LOUNGE
Located beneath Prime 44 West, JJ’s is a fan favorite
sports lounge featuring our take on traditional pub
atmosphere and cuisine. The extensive selection of
beverages includes a fully-stocked bar and our ninetap Craft Beer Bar featuring the most highly-sought
microbrews from across the nation, including the

Greenbrier Valley. Catch the latest scores, watch the
game, cheer on your team and unwind with friends in
this relaxed atmosphere.

THE FORUM
The ambiance and décor bring the best of Italy to
life with traditional music and the savory aromas of
authentic Italian cuisine and a wine list featuring the
best imported Italian wines in the region. Classic handtossed Neapolitan pizza made with the best imported
semolina flour, Burrata cheese and handpicked
tomatoes from The Greenbrier Chef’s Garden is just
one of the many house specialties.

PIZZA SHOPPE
The Pizza Shoppe, located within The Forum, boasts
one of only two coal-fired pizza ovens in West Virginia.
Our pizza is made with only the freshest of ingredients
and can be enjoyed at the Rhododendron Terrace and
The Forum. Greenbrier guests and members can also
enjoy pizza from The Pizza Shoppe delivered piping hot
and fresh anywhere on The Greenbrier property.

PRIME 44 WEST
Prime 44 West, honoring NBA legend and West Virginia
native Jerry West, is the ultimate classic American
steakhouse. The finest USDA Prime beef is served with

TWELVE OAKS
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extraordinary local ingredients, fresh seafood and
a world-class list of wines, including the Jerry West
Signature Cabernet Sauvignon. Signature tableside
preparations, along with house specialties such as
the Jerry West 44-ounce Porterhouse, Cathy Justice’s
“Best of Show” Blue Ribbon Cornbread, Karen West’s
Italian Cream Cake and center court seating in the
Private Dining Room, are a few of our distinctive
dining highlights.

THE RYDER CUP (NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON)
Pick up your breakfast and lunch sandwiches or wraps
before or after a day on the golf course. The menu
features a selection of light snacks, beer & wine,
cocktails and soft drinks all served in a quick and casual
atmosphere. The Ryder Cup is located inside The Golf
Clubhouse just steps away from The Greenbrier’s three
signature golf courses.

TREE TOPS CAFÉ (NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON)

GREENBRIER ROYALE
Located within the Casino Club at The Greenbrier,
Greenbrier Royale is the place to see and be seen. Enjoy
craft cocktails, both classic renditions as well as our own
original recipes, made right in front of you using only
the freshest of ingredients, with house-made infusions,
purées, bitters, sours, tonics and more blended with only
the highest-quality spirits and liqueurs.

THE GREENBRIER GOURMET
The Greenbrier Gourmet is an excellent way to start
the day with fresh-brewed S&D coffee, pastries or a
gourmet coffee prepared by our in-house baristas at
our Coffee Bar. Breakfast sandwiches are made fresh
every day and for lunch enjoy a chef-created gourmet
sandwich and light snacks.

42 BELOW
Join us at the coolest place at The Greenbrier, where
the traditions of The Greenbrier’s legendary Old
White Club continue on the dance floor.

IN-FUSION (NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON)
Located in the heart of the Casino Club , In-Fusion is
a destination unto itself. The menu offers a variety of
small plates from various parts of China, Japan, Korea
and Thailand. This Zen dining venue features a unique
Sushi Bar located in the center of the restaurant. With
touches of Asian elegance in the décor, the menu
features signature dishes such as Soy Roasted Sea
Bass, General Tso’s Chicken and numerous Sushi Bar
items, all while enjoying the finest selection of directimported premium Sake in the Mid-Atlantic.

Located beside the spectacular Outdoor Infinity
Pool, Tree Tops Café offers casual full-table or lounge
chair service set among the breathtaking Allegheny
Mountains. Enjoy healthy sandwiches, salads, gourmet
burgers, scrumptious ice creams, shakes and smoothies
while soaking up the sunshine and surroundings.

SPRINGHOUSE SMOOTHIES (NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON)
Springhouse Smoothies offers a wide variety of delicious
and nutritious custom-blended smoothies made from
the freshest fruits and vegetables, as well as snacks and
waters the whole family will enjoy. Conveniently located
in the heart of the resort next to the Springhouse,
Springhouse Smoothies is the perfect place to enjoy
a post-workout snack or a refreshing break from an
afternoon hike.

IN-ROOM DINING
The In-Room Dining experience at The Greenbrier
brings the best of The Greenbrier kitchens not only to
your guest room but just about anywhere on our 11,000acre playground. Our diverse menu is offered 24 hours
a day and features selections from every dining venue
on the property. From a delicious breakfast in bed to an
elegant candlelit dinner in the North lawn gazebo, our
In-Room Dining experts will attend to every detail.

Reservations for Dining are strongly recommended.
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Activities

Adventure Zone for Kids

Horseshoes

Aerial Adventure

Indoor Pool

Afternoon Tea
Alpine Tower
Art Colony Shops
Archery & Tomahawks

Indoor Tennis Center
Kayaking
Lawn Games
Laser Tag

Biking Trails

Meditation Trail

Billiards

The Mineral Spa

Board Games
Bowling

Movie Theatre
Off Road Driving

Bunker Tours

Outdoor Infinity Pool

Canopy Tours

Outdoor Tennis Courts

Carriage Rides

Paddle Boarding

The Casino Club

Paintball Challenge

Champagne Toast & Greenbrier Waltz

Playground

Croquet

Pony Rides

Culinary Demos

President’s Cottage Museum

Cyber Café

Personal Fitness Instruction

Falconry
Fly Fishing

Rhododendron Terrace

Fitness Centers

Segway Tours

Golf

Shuffleboard

Golf Instruction
Glass Blowing Demos
Greenbrier Entertainer Cabaret

Sporting Clays
Trap & Skeet
UTV Adventures

T

he Greenbrier offers an unparalleled
tableau of recreational activities, outdoor
adventures and unique hotel experiences to delight,
intrigue, challenge and stimulate the widest range of
interests. Many of our activities can be customized
for groups, from trust-building ascents of the alpine
tower to whitewater rafting, and more.

Video Arcade

Reservations for activities are strongly recommended.

Hiking Trails

Whitewater Rafting

History Tour

Wine Tastings

To make a reservation, please call the Concierge at
extension 7282. You may also call 866-923-5239, if
you are off property.

Group Fitness Classes

Horseback Riding
10

The Retail Collection

W

ith more than 55 activities on our 11,000 acre
playground, there is something for everyone
to enjoy! Golf, tennis, off-road driving, falconry and
horseback riding just barely scratch the surface of
outdoor activities, much of which are available yearround. Indoor activities are equally plentiful and
range from enjoying a Bunker Tour and sampling our
culinary delights to relaxing in the world’s only FiveStar mineral spa and gambling in our world-class
Casino Club.

Yoga Classes
LIFE AS FEW KNOW IT
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SPOTLIGHT ON:

Off-Road Adventures

D

o you know what it means to go “off road”? Those
who do, know what an exhilarating experience it is.
Here at The Greenbrier, we’ve been offering off-road driving
adventures for decades. Families of all shapes and sizes return
time and time again to get behind the wheel, unplug, and be
immersed in our unique mountainous terrain and obstacle
courses.

F

or beginners, here’s what you can expect. First, you’ll
need to decide if our Jeep Wrangler Rubicons are the
best option or our very popular Can Ams. Then, you’ll decide
how long you’d like to go. We suggest a two hour trek on Kate’s
Mountain. After that, we take care of the rest. You’ll meet your
driving instructor at Kate’s Mountain Outfitters at the North
Entrance who will get you out on the course. You’ll be debriefed
on the vehicle and proper technique, then it’s your turn to get
behind the wheel. Don’t worry, your instructor will sit shotgun
to assist if needed. So buckle up and have an unforgettable
experience behind the wheel on the mountain!

FAMILY FRIENDLY: YES*
PRICING: $285+++ PER JEEP FOR 1 HOUR
MEET: KATE’S MOUNTAIN OUTFITTERS
RESERVATIONS: SEE CONCIERGE OR DIAL 7282
RESERVATIONS: RECOMMENDED
*Minimum age to participate in driving is 16 years old, with a
valid driver’s license. Passengers must be at least 13 years of
age. Drivers and passengers under the age of 18 must have
parental consent and be accompanied by and travel with an
adult in the same vehicle.
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Policies

REGARDING OUR DRESS CODE
The Greenbrier has been welcoming guests since 1778, and throughout history the dress code at America’s Resort has
evolved as a reflection of the social mores of the times. Today, we are committed to an elegantly casual code of dress.
This ensures all guests feel collectively comfortable. The current dress code distinguishes The Greenbrier from all others
and is an important complement to the standards our guests expect and deserve. Please accept our apology in advance
if we inconvenience you in any way by discreetly enforcing our dress code. For additional information regarding our dress
code, please visit the Concierge Desk or: greenbrier.com/dresscode

Upper Lobby
GENTLEMEN: Collared sports shirts, sweaters, or jacket and slacks, walking shorts, Bermuda shorts, business suits.
LADIES: Sweaters, shirts or blouses with skirts or slacks, walking shorts, Bermuda shorts, business suits, dresses.
CHILDREN 10 & OLDER: Attire similar to that of adults.
Tee shirts, tank tops, cut-offs, short shorts, sweat pants, men’s hats and baseball caps are not permitted in the Upper Lobby.

Jacket & Tie

Denim

n Jackets and ties are required in the Main Dining Room
(dinner only)
n Jackets are required in the Casino Club after 7:00pm

n If denim is your preference, well-kept denim in a dark
shade is ours
n No denim in the Main Dining Room (dinner only)

n Jackets are suggested in Prime 44 West & Lobby Bar

n No denim on the Golf Courses or Tennis Courts

RESORT FEE
n$
 39.00 per room, per night
nM
 orning Coffee Service
n Afternoon Tea and Concert
n Resort-Wide Wi-Fi
n Nightly Movies in the Theatre
n Historical Tours & Presentations
n Fitness access at the Tennis Center
and Indoor Pool area
nC
 yber Café with High-Speed Internet
nC
 ulinary Demonstrations
n Use of Indoor & Outdoor Pools
n Champagne Toast in The Casino Club
n On-Property Transportation
n Hiking Trails
nS
 pringhouse Entertainer Cabarets
nG
 lass Blowing Demonstrations

SERVICE CHARGE &
GRATUITY
A 20% service charge (22%
for parties of eight or more) will
automatically be placed on your

bill for all food, beverage, spa and
select activity purchases. This
service charge includes gratuity
for the individual service provider.
Additional gratuity may be added at
your discretion.

PARKING
Valet Parking is $25.00 per night (lot) &
$50.00 per night (garage). Self Parking
is complimentary.

TAXES
6% sales tax & 3% occupancy tax

HISTORIC
PRESERVATION FUND
The Historic Preservation Fund (HPF)
of 6.5% is collected to preserve
and protect landscapes, buildings,
and amenities that have played a
meaningful role in The Greenbrier’s
past while carefully integrating
continuous improvements for the
future. The proceeds from this
fund will also have an important
economic, environmental, and
educational impact on the resort
and surrounding communities. We
want future generations to be able

to experience and discover their own
connections to The Greenbrier.

DEBIT CARD
AUTHORIZATION
Upon check-in, you will be asked
for a credit card to be placed on
file for purchases made during your
stay. We encourage our guests NOT
to use their debit or check card in
this instance. The rules governing
availability of funds vary widely
from bank to bank. Therefore we
encourage you NOT to use a debit
or check card. If that is your only
option, you may be subject to an
authorization hold by the issuing
bank of up to ten business days. The
Greenbrier is not responsible for any
fees or overdraft charges as a result
of this action.

SMOKING POLICY
The Greenbrier is a smoke-free
property. If there is evidence of
smoking in a room, a $250 deep
cleaning fee will be charged.

FROM THE COVER

Golf
is
back.
A return to prominence.
Golf has been as much a part of the history of The Greenbrier
as the Springhouse itself or the colors of Dorothy Draper,
and the summer of 2017 promises to mark another historic
milestone at America’s Resort.

(Continued on the next page)
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FROM THE COVER

Major flooding turned lives upside down throughout West Virginia on June 23, 2016, and at The Greenbrier, the waters
had a devastating impact on the championship golf courses that are part of the resort’s 11,000-acre playground.
The Meadows Course and The Old White TPC Course were almost completely destroyed, and The Snead Course,
exclusive to members of The Greenbrier Sporting Club, and The Greenbrier Course sustained significant damage. The
destruction on The Old White TPC forced the cancellation of The Greenbrier Classic – the annual PGA TOUR FedExCup
stop at The Greenbrier – for 2016, and only The Greenbrier Course has been open for play since that tragic day.
Ten months later, golf at The Greenbrier is on the path to a major comeback.
In early June, a completely redesigned Meadows Course, with updated routing and new signature bunkers, will open
for play, providing an exciting new opportunity for golf enthusiasts. Meanwhile, The Old White TPC is finishing up a
complete restoration that includes new fairways, greens and bunkers on every hole and some fresh design elements
that will make one of the best courses in America even better. The oldest course on the PGA TOUR will open for play just
in time for The Greenbrier Classic, which will make its celebrated return to America’s Resort July 3-9, 2017.
“The scars from the flooding will long remain, but we couldn’t be more excited about the work that is being done and
the future of golf at The Greenbrier,” said Burt Baine, Director of Golf, The Greenbrier. “These courses are going to
be tremendous and will create a major buzz around the golfing world when guests experience them for the first time.”

14
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FROM THE COVER

Then there’s The Greenbrier Course, the home of the 1979 Ryder Cup. Twelve holes of this historic course will remain
open throughout the summer, while Phil Mickelson and his design team get to work on six new holes on a new piece of
property that will add a fresh look and feel to the already grand course.
If you need some instruction before you hit the links, The Greenbrier has you covered there, as well. Golf instructor
Billy Winters is among the best in the business, and Golf Professional Emeritus Lee Trevino will be back for his third
straight summer, providing group and private lessons, as well as meet and greets with guests of America’s Resort.
“Where else can you receive instruction from one of the legends of the game before you head out for your round?”
asked Baine. “It’s a unique opportunity, and Lee is amazing in both his instruction and his story telling.”
Golf packages are currently available, allowing golfers to group together golfing and accommodations, as well as
book unique experiences for a golf trip they will remember for a lifetime.
The summer of 2017 will be a tremendous season for golf at The Greenbrier, and we hope to see you here. For more
information, visit www.greenbrier.com/golf.
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T

he Greenbrier shopping experience is as luxurious as
staying here. Our extraordinary collection of 36 stores
and boutiques features an unparalleled assortment of signature
gifts, art, toys, furniture, sporting goods, fine jewelry, shoes and
luxury apparel. From handmade chocolates and confections to
custom-fit golf clubs, you’re sure to discover that perfect gift or
a wonderful indulgence just for you. Whether you are visiting for
the day or enjoying a longer stay with us, our retail collection is
sure to help make your trip memorable.

Find the perfect item to take home as a gift or to
make your visit to The Greenbrier unforgettable!
Individual shops can be reached by calling 304-536-1110
or “0” from any house phone.

16
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n Atlantis Leather* - unique leather goods
n Belle & Beau - young adult apparel

n The Greenbrier Gourmet - gadgets, cookware,
books, food products and more

n Bellissima - women’s apparel for
special occasions

n Greenbrier Photography Studio - full service
photography studio

n Black Dog Salvage* - trendy furniture designs
from recycled/reclaimed materials

n The Greenbrier Shoppe & Newsstand Greenbrier signature merchandise

n The Candy Maker - hand-made chocolate

n The Gun Club Shop - gift items for the shooting
enthusiast

n Carleton Varney Gift Gallery - gifts from
interior designer Carleton Varney
n Christmas Shop at the Depot - ornaments,
nutcrackers, santas, elves and more
n Crepe Myrtle Bags & Beads - accessories
and gifts

n The Jeweler - exquisite jewelry for men and
women
n Kate’s Mountain Apparel - outdoor apparel and
equipment
n MacKenzie Dow* - fine furniture

n Fizzy’s Land of Oz - toy store

n My Sister’s Circus - children’s apparel

n Flying High - women’s resort fashion

n Online Store - Greenbrier items shipped directly
to you anytime and anywhere

n Gibson’s Studio* - fossils, jewelry and gifts
n Gillespie’s Flowers & Productions, Inc. flowers, cards, balloons, candles and more
n Golf Pro Shop at The Golf Club - golf
equipment, apparel and accessories
n Greenbrier Avenue Jewelry - fashion jewelry
n Greenbrier Avenue Men’s - men’s apparel
n Greenbrier Avenue Women’s - women’s
apparel
n The Greenbrier Classic Shop - Greenbrier
Classic licensed merchandise
n Greenbrier FIT - apparel, accessories and
footwear to help you look and feel your best

n Perfect Image - makeup and skincare
n Ralph Lauren - men’s and women’s apparel from
Ralph Lauren
n Studio G - hair salon
n The Spa Boutique - soaps, lotions, candles,
diffusers and more
n Tennis Shop - tennis equipment, apparel and
accessories
n Terri’s Treasures* - hand-made jewelry
n Virtu* - hand-made jewelry and unique works of
glass
n Walls Fine Art Gallery* - fine art
n Yarid’s - high quality shoes
*Located in the Art Colony Shops on Alabama Row
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SPOTLIGHT ON:

ATLANTIS LEATHER
Classic and lightweight fine leather bags and
other unique leather goods.
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Art

The

BLACK DOG
SALVAGE

GIBSON‘S
STUDIO

Features trendy furniture designs
produced from recycled, upcycled
and reclaimed materials from the U.S.
and abroad. Our in-house furniture
designers allow every homeowner
the opportunity to have a custommade piece of furniture that will be
the talk of the party, and our full
line of furniture paint provides each
customer the opportunity to be their
own artisan. Workshops: Furniture
Painting Workshops by appointment
each month.

Original designs featuring
fossils, jewelry and gifts.
Watch craftsman work in
the onsite studio!
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Colony Shops
The Art Colony Shops are a unique collection of shops featuring skilled West Virginia
artisans working with metals, leather, brass, wood, glass and pottery. The shops are
housed on historic Alabama Row next to the Presidents‘ Cottage Museum overlooking
the Springhouse. Open now!

MACKENZIE –
DOW

TERRI‘S
TREASURES

Fine furniture that
blends Old World heritage
with modern practicality.
Specializes in the
craftsmanship Europeaninspired solid wood
furnishings made in
West Virginia.

Enjoy handmade jewelry
designs by Terri Howard
as well as one-of-a-kind
pottery made right here in
West Virginia.

VIRTU
Features the handmade
jewelry creations of Susan
Chapman Thomas, and the
beautiful and unique works
of glass artist Alex Brand.

LIFE AS FEW KNOW IT
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WALLS FINE
ART GALLERY
Since Walls Fine Art
Gallery opened in 1984,
owners David Leadman and
Nancy Marshall have spent
the years passionately
involved with fine art.
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MEDICAL-GRADE
MICRODERMABRASION
MEDICAL-GRADE
CHEMICAL PEEL
DERMAPLANING
DERMAPEN®
COOLSCULPTING®
ULTRASHAPE®
INJECTABLES:
Botox® Cosmetic
Juvederm XC®
Juvederm Vollure XC™
Juvederm Volbella XC®
Juvederm Voluma XC®
Kybella®
LASER TREATMENTS:
Enhanced Skin Rejuvenation
Hair Reduction
Sublative Skin Rejuvenation

PRESCRIPTIVE SKINCARE
PRODUCTS
SkinMedica®
COSMETIC SURGERY
CONSULTATIONS
vF
 ACE: Brow Lift, Eyelid Surgery,
Earlobe Repair/Otoplasty,
Rhinoplasty, Facelift, Mini
Facelift, Neck Lift, Fat Transfer
vB
 REAST: Breast Augmentation,
Breast Lift, Breast
Reconstruction, Breast
Reduction, Mommy Makeover
vB
 ODY: Arm Lift,
Abdominoplasty, Body
Contouring After Massive Weight
Loss, Body Lift, Brazilian Butt
Lift, Labiplasty, Lipocontouring,
Mommy Makeover, Thigh Lift,
Stem Cell Therapy

Michael S. Kluska, D.O., FAACS, FACOS
Board Certified Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN KNOWING MORE ABOUT THE
GREENBRIER MEDSPA AND COSMETIC SURGERY CENTER, CONTACT:
Laura Tuckwiller, ltuckwiller@greenbrierclinic.com or (844) 563-3772

20
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Make your health a priority with an

EXECUTIVE PHYSICAL.
The Greenbrier Clinic was formed in 1948 and remains the leader in
diagnostic excellence and Executive Physicals.
The Greenbrier Clinic is located in the West Virginia Wing of The
Greenbrier resort. Each year, thousands come to combine a relaxing,
luxurious stay with the Clinic’s unparalleled diagnostic evaluation.
The Comprehensive Executive Physical requires two days. Your
complete medical history will be gathered and the physical
examination conducted by one of the Clinic’s specialists in internal
medicine.
Each patient receives highly personalized attention. All tests are
performed on site. Typically, the time spent in a personal evaluation
with your doctor is at least 60 minutes per patient. Some of the
diagnostic procedures capabilities include:
v Ultra-fast high resolution 128-slice CT imaging
v 3D Mammography
v Noninvasive cardiac and vascular imaging
v Ultrasound imaging
v Stress testing
v Onsite full-service chemistry laboratory facilities
v X-ray facilities
v Bone densitometry
The Clinic also owns and operates a new, state-of-the-art Ambulatory
Surgery Center located inside the clinic complex. This facility is
staffed by a board certified gastroenterologist, a board certified
plastic and reconstructive surgeon, and a highly trained professional
staff that performs upper and lower gastroenterology procedures,
as well as a full scope of cosmetic and plastic surgery.
The Clinic’s modern equipment assures maximum comfort and
safety to patients as well as accurate, early diagnosis of medical
problems. A personal relationship between doctors and patients
is encouraged by the medical staff. This fosters trust and enhances
patients’ thorough understanding of their health.

LIFE AS FEW KNOW IT

TO SCHEDULE YOUR EXECUTIVE
PHYSICAL AT THE GREENBRIER
CLINIC, CONTACT:
Cindy Wickline
cwickline@greenbrierclinic.com
or (800) 362-7798, ext. 381
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SAV E TH E DATE

AN AUTOMOTIVE

ADVENTURE
GREENBRIER.COM/CONCOURS

MAY 4-6, 2018

G re e n b ri e r . c o m / We d d i n g s

1-888-465-5176

DID YOU KNOW?
2017 marks the

55th Anniversary
of The Greenbrier’s
famous Bunker, and
the 25th Anniversary
of its reveal to
the world.

300 W. Main Street
White Sulphur Springs, WV 24986
(855) 453-4858
Greenbrier.com
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INTERESTED IN
FUTURE STAY RESERVATIONS

REAL ESTATE, GREENBRIER SPORTING CLUB

ACTIVITY RESERVATIONS

EXECUTIVE PHYSICALS, GREENBRIER CLINIC

GROUP SALES

MEDSPA AND COSMETIC SURGERY

WEDDINGS

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Central Reservations, reservations@greenbrier.com or (866)-923-5239
Lower Lobby Concierge or (866)-923-5239
Sales Department, sales@greenbrier.com or (855) 656-2826
Maren White, maren_white@greenbrier.com or ext. 4951

Lower Lobby Office, info@gbrsc.com or (888) 741-8989

Cindy Wickline, cwickline@greenbrierclinic.com or (800) 362-7798, ext. 381
Laura Tuckwiller, ltuckwiller@greenbrierclinic.com or (844) 563-3772
Paul Gorney, paul_gorney@greenbrier.com or ext. 7893

